The 3n + 1 predecessor set ~(a) of an integer a consists of all integers n whose iterates Ti(n) eventually hit a, where T is the 3n + 1 function defined by T(n) = n/2 if n is even, T(n) = (3n + 1)/2 if n is odd. This paper gives a representation of the sets ~(a) by certain sets of finite integer sequences and studies their combinatorial structure. The notion of small sequences is introduced and explored in connection with the sets ~(a). We also investigate an averaging and approximation heuristics based on small sequences.
O. Introduction
The 3n + 1 .function is given by I if n is even, in ' (0.1) T(n) := ½(3n + 1), if n is odd, and the 3n+ 1 conjecture asserts that every natural number a has some iterate Ti(a) = 1. A survey of results on this problem and generalizations of it appears in Lagarias [5] , and more recent literature on this topic is reviewed in [6] . This paper studies the combinatorial structure of 3n ÷ 1 predecessor sets ~(a) := {n E Y:a = Tk(n) for some k~>0}
for noncyclic integers a. This is done through a representation of ~(a) as a set of certain "admissible" finite sequences of nonnegative integers, each of which serves as a description of the "history" n, T(n) ..... Tk(n) = a of some point n E ~(a) until its iterates hit a. Each element of such an admissible sequence associated to n E ~(a) counts the number of consecutive iterates Ti(n) -0 mod 2, whereas the admissible i E-mail: guenther.wirsching@ku-eichstaett.de.
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sequence itself has p + 1 elements if the iterates of n achieve exactly p times a value Ti(n) ---1 mod 2 before they hit a. In Section 1, the necessary calculations for the combinatorial representation of ~(a) are worked out, and some relations to previous work on the 3n ÷ 1 problem are given. Section 2 introduces the notion of "small sequences" which leads to something like a combinatorial base of the set of admissible sequences with respect to a noncyclic integer a.
The notion of small sequences is explored further in Section 3. We give an averaging and approximation heuristics based on that notion, which reveals relations of the combinatorial structure of 3n + 1 predecessor sets to the combinatorics of distribution of balls into constrained ums. Furthermore, we find that density considerations of 3n ÷ 1 predecessor sets are related to the asymptotic behaviour at the origin of a certain smooth function on the unit interval.
Admissible sequences
To analyse the transformation T defined in (0. As vs(q) makes sense for any rational number q and any sequence s E ~, it is useful to bear in mind that, for a given integer a, we are especially interested in the sequences s which render Vs(a) an integer. It is not difficult to explicate the effect of such an operator: Obviously, there is a neutral element n --(0), and also left and right cancellation are valid, To see injectivity, let s,t E 8,(a) and suppose z~(s) = z~(t). Consequently, by (1.9),
t.r=t.s=~r=s, t.r----s.r~t----s.

v(os).s(a ) = 2O~vs(a) = 2O, vt(a) --_ v(o,).,(a ).
If a is noncyclic this implies by Lemma 1.3
(gs)'S = (g,). t.
(l.10)
Now it follows
Because 2 "-1 < c(s),c(t)~2", this means 9t = 9s, which gives by left cancellation of (1.10) the desired relation s = t. [] There is a slight difference between the evaluation map e a of (1.6) and the maps z a of Lemma 1. 4 (1.12)
But this is a rather strong statement. In fact, (1.12) is logically stronger than the coefficient stoppin9 time conjecture due to Terras [7] . Since the set defining x(n) is a subset of the set defining z(n), one can infer that T(n)<~g(n ) [7] . Note that 2k(n) is intimately connected with the coefficients c(s) of Lemma 1.1: if s E g~(Tk(n)) is the (uniquely existing) sequence s of norm k satisfying
Proposition 1.5. Suppose (1.12) is true. Then the coefficient stoppin9 time conjecture (1.13) holds also.
Proof. To prove (1.13), it suffices to show that T ~(n) < n for any n E N.
To this end, fix n E N and denote a := T~")(n). Then there is a sequence s E J#(a) such that 1 n=vs (a) and 2~(,)(n)-c(s).
(1.14)
Since 2~(n)(n) < 1, this means c(s) > 1, whence there is an integer n>~l such that s ~ ~,(a). Now (1.12) implies by (1.9) that gs = 0. By (1.8), it follows that Vs(a) > 2"-la>~a whence, by (1.14) and the choice of a,
T~(")(n) = a < vs(a) = n. []
In the remaining part of this section, a characterization of the numbers a E 7/ with respect to which a given sequence s is admissible is developed.
Lemma 1.6. Let s E ~ and a E Z. Then s admissible w.r.t, a ,', ;, v,(a) E Z.
Proof. The implication =~ is immediate.
To prove ¢=, suppose vs(a) E 7/ and choose a sequence t ~ s. Then Lemma 1.1 implies
v,(a)
On the other hand, using (1.3) we know that there is a sequence Y satisfying s = Y-t, and (0,1) and Lemma 1.1 yield
Vs(a) = v~(vt(a) ) = c(~) v,(a) -r(Y) ==~ v,(a) = ~(Vs(a) + r(~) ) E ( ~ because 3t(~br(F) is an integer.
Combining these two gives
where the last equality is due to the fact that 2 I1~11 and 3 tu) are coprime. 
t, a ,,t---> a = y mod 3 t(').
Proof. By Lemma 1.1,
Vs(a) = c(s).a-r(s)= 3~(~ ) (2llslla -3'(S)r(s)).
Since b := 3e¢*)r(s) is an integer, one concludes using Lemma 1.6:
Because 2 Ilrll and 3 e(t) are coprime, this congruence has a unique solution a rood 3e(s 
Small sequences and money changing
Corollary 1.7 characterizes completely the numbers x E 7/ with respect to which a given sequence is admissible. Moreover, Corollary 1.7 lays the basis for a closer analysis of the set of sequences which are admissible w.r.t, a given number a E 7/. This section is devoted to explicate this. 
I~.(a)l t> ~ pt~s~ (n + 2~(s) --Isl).
sEf~ (a) Note that the sum on the right-hand side must be finite, despite the fact that, unless a -0 mod 3, the set C~(a) is infinite by Lemma 2.2 and its corollary. On the other hand, it seems to be not easy to get an explicit formula giving the number of terms in this sum in dependence of a.
Proof. Because a is assumed to be noncyclic, Lemma 1.4 provides an injective map z a : d'n(a) ~ ~n(a). Hence it suffices to estimate I&(a)l. 
pl(s)(n + )L E(s) -Is]).
This completes the proof. [] The intention of Theorem 2.4 is to give a hint for a decision whether or not there are numbers a having a predecessor set ~(a) with positive natural density. Indeed, in order to prove a statement like For this reason, we are next looking for more information on the growth behaviour of the p~,. This can be studied by means of the classical device using "generating functions", see, for instance, [3] . It is not difficult to write down the generating functions for the Pl,: Denote for definiteness Retuming to relation (2.16), one concludes from (2.18) that each individual term in the sum of (2.16) does not grow sufficiently fast. Indeed, a relation
2"6~pe(~)(n + 2{(s) -[s[) for n E I~,
for some 6 > 0 and a sequence s E f~(a), would imply
~/pe(~)(n + 2((s) -
With (2.18), this means that the part of a predecessor set ~(a) generated by just one small sequence s (via money changing) is very meager. This suggests that an essential part of a predecessor set consists of integers corresponding to a small sequence.
Averaging and small sequences
In this section we discuss a special averaging procedure based on the notion of small sequences. This procedure has been designed to get some information on the asymptotic behaviour of 3n + 1 predecessor sets. On the way, it leads to interesting combinatorics.
We investigate 3n + 1 predecessor sets in view of the formula given in Theorem 2. 
pe(~)(n+2~(s)-[s[)=
That is, So(n) provides a lower estimate for the number of 3n + 1 predecessors less than 2ha and greater than 2n-~a of a noncyclic integer a > 0. We remark that the usual heuristics for the 3n + 1 problem indicate that most trajectories run forward have half their iterates even and half odd. Hence one expects that the dominant term in the sum So(n) should occur for terms go(k, #) having
Assuming the 3n + 1 conjecture to be true, any single term go(k,#) satisfying (3.4)
should (heuristically) be of size at least (2 -s) n as n ~ cx~, for any fixed s > 0.
We shall in this section study what happens when we approximate the sums So(n)
by "averaging". The idea of averaging is to get rid of the variable a in formula (3.3).
First, since we know by Corollary 2.3 that ga(k,#) = 0 if a = 0 mod 3 and #~>1, it seems to be reasonable to throw away the numbers a = 0 mod 3 before averaging. This means, we should average over the set {a E 7/: a ~ 0 mod 3} -but such a procedure is not well-defined as this is an infinite set. But we know by Corollary 1.7 that
Thus, we may consider
as an "average" of ga(k,#) over all numbers a ~ 0 mod 3.
The subsequent couple of lemmas prepares the study of this function. 
. ~) E f#~(a).
Proof. It is well known that the multiplicative group J(3 ~) of invertible residue classes mod 3~ is cyclic and that the residue class 2 (rood 3 ~) is a generator. Hence, because a and 3 u are coprime, the numbers By Lemma 3.1, it is possible to investigate the function g of (3.5) through the function ~k(k,p) := I{s E 6~ : Ist = k}l for integers k,p.
(3.8)
The number ~k(k,/~) can be interpreted as the number of different ways to distribute k indiscernible balls into ~ urns Ul ..... U u, subject to the constraints that, for i = 1,... ,p, the number of balls distributed to the urn Ui must be less than 2 • 3 i-I . 
Proof. (i) is clear by (2.3).
( (iv) By the definitions in (2.2) and (2.1),
Therefore, the set on the fight-hand side of (3.9) is equal to 5e,_l if and only if k-2.3u-1 <0andk>/3 "-l-#.Thisisequivalentto3u-l-tt~<k<2. We sketch an argument to prove this theorem in the appendix; a rigorous proof is given in [8] . Moreover, it is proved in the appendix that ~b is uniquely determined by the conditions (i) and (ii) of the theorem. So far, the study of the "average" 9(k,#) defined in (3.5) has revealed a connection to an interesting problem in combinatorics.
To see how to use the information collected up to now to discover something on 3n + 1 predecessor sets, we return to our basic inequality (3.3)
Sa(n)=Z Z ga(k'~)<~[~n(a)l"
#=0 k=O
According to the discussion at the end of Section 2, the growth behaviour of Sa(n) To use our results on the averages 9(k,p), we add the following: Conjecture 3.6. In some sense, 9a(k,#) ~ 9(k,/z) for large #.
There are some reasons why it should be possible to formulate this conjecture precisely, and to settle it [9] . The averaging procedure consists in using this conjecture and replacing throughout ga by # in the sum defining Sa(n) to get o~ n+ [2/l] An := Z Z g(k,p) ~ Sa(n). Merging (3.10) into this, one obtains with (3.11)
So we arrive at
and we infer the approximation
To get a relation like (3.13) in the approximation (3.18), we should have that An grows like 2" for large n. But, in fact, it is not even known whether the sum defining A, is convergent or divergent. To illustrate the situation, consider the following estimate.
Lemma 3.7. Let dp be given by Theorem 3.5. Then . 1 q5 (3-1'x) ~<4 -~' 3-u(u-3)/2xU dp(x) for O<~x<~ ~.
Proof. If 0~<3x~< 1, we derive from (iii) of Theorem 3.5 that
To estimate the integral, compute the derivatives:
~b'(x)= 94~(3x) if 0~<x~<½, This term tends to +oo if V --+ oc, because we see by (3.15 ) that the coefficient of V is positive if p is sufficiently large. Now, as we are not able to prove convergence of the sum (3.18), one could try to show its divergence. For this sake, one would need a lower estimate for the asymptotic behaviour of ~b when x \ 0. It is possible (with some sophistication) to derive such an estimate, but it seems to be more difficult to find one which proves divergence of the sum (3.18).
To conclude, let as return to the original 3n + 1 problem. The relation between it and the stuff considered in this section is, roughly speaking, the following. Any sufficiently precise estimates concerning Conjecture 3.6 and the asymptotics of ~b when x ~ 0 convey new informations on 3n + 1 predecessor sets. (iii) There is a 0 < 1 such that IITjII~ ~011flll for each f E ~ and each #~>#0, for some sufficiently large #0.
Appendix
Then it is possible to derive from these properties that the sequence (~bu) converges in L l to ~b. Finally, as we know that the ~b u are monotone functions on each of the 
